Dorf Ketal Celebrated its 2nd Alliance Partnership Anniversary with Chandra Asri Petrochemical
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Dorf Ketal celebrated its 2nd Alliance Partnership anniversary with Chandra Asri Petrochemical on August 20, 2018 at Royale Krakatau, Cilegon.

Dorf Ketal is a global company, technical chemical solution provider for enhancing reliability and integrity of oil & gas industry. Chandra Asri Petrochemical is the Indonesia’s premier Petrochemical producer with an integrated plant incorporating world class, state-of-the-art technology and supporting facilities.

In this occasion, Chandra Asri recognized Dorf Ketal’s commitment to safety achievement through an award for 10 million man-hours without loss time accident.
Dorf Ketal thanked Chandra Asri management for supporting them to give employment to several technical skilled team members from Banten province, giving them the local recruitment, training and skills for the future, predominantly working at Chandra Asri Plant.

Technology employed by Dorf Ketal, has supported Chandra Asri’s endeavor of implementation of Green Chemistry – Retarder for Styrindo Monomer Indonesia (SMI). Chandra Asri has, thus, demonstrated strong commitment towards implementing safer chemistry for the future. This has also helped Chandra Asri to increase its styrene product yield, providing substantial gains to plant.

Apart from increasing the run-length of Petrokimia Butadiene Indonesia (PBI), the partnership has also helped to gain higher reliability of the caustic tower operations and energy savings in the Cracked Gas Compressor unit and extending the run-length of ethylene plant. (Adv)
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